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214455 : DATA STRUCTURE AND FILES LABORATORY

Teaching Scheme:               Credits:
Practical :4 Hours/Week      02

                                             Examination Scheme:

Term Work : 25 Marks
Practical : 50 Marks

Prerequisites :Fundamentals of Data Structures, Discrete Structures

Course Objectives : 
1. To study data structures and their implementations using OOP (C++) and their applications.
2. To study some advanced data structures such as trees, graphs and tables.
3. To learn different file organizations.

Course Outcomes :
1. Basic ability to analyze algorithms and to determine algorithm correctness and time efficiency 

class.
2. Understand different advanced abstract data type (ADT) and data structures and their 

implementations.  
3. Understand different algorithm design techniques (brute -force, divide and conquer, greedy, 

etc.)  and their implementation  
4. Ability  to apply  and  implement  learned  algorithm  design  techniques and  data  structures 

to solve  problems.

Guidelines for Instructor's Manual
The faculty member should prepare the laboratory manual for all the experiments and it should be 
made available to students and laboratory instructor/Assistant. The instructor's manual should include 
prologue, university syllabus, conduction & Assessment guidelines, topics under consideration-
concept, objectives, outcomes, algorithm written in pseudo language, sample test cases and 
references.

Guidelines for Student's Lab Journal
1) The laboratory assignments are to be submitted by student in the form of journal. The Journal 

consists of prologue, Certificate, table of contents, and handwritten write-up of each 
assignment (Title, Objectives, Problem Statement, Outcomes, software & Hardware 
requirements, Date of Completion, Assessment grade/marks and assessor's sign, Theory-
Concept, circuit diagram, pin configuration, conclusion/analysis), printouts of the code written 
using coding standards, sample test cases etc.

2) Practical Examination will be based on the term work submitted by the student in the form of 
journal

3) Candidate is expected to know the theory involved in the experiment
4) The practical examination should be conducted if the journal of the candidate is completed in 

all respects and certified by concerned faculty and head of the department
5) All the assignment mentioned in the syllabus must be conducted

Guidelines for Lab /TW Assessment
1) Examiners will assess the term work based on performance of students considering the 

parameters such as timely conduction of practical assignment, methodology adopted for 
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implementation of practical assignment, timely submission of assignment in the form of 
handwritten write-up along with results of implemented assignment, attendance etc.

2) Examiners will judge the understanding of the practical performed in the examination by 
asking some questions related to theory & implementation of experiments he/she has carried 
out

3) Appropriate knowledge of usage of software and hardware such as compiler, linker, debugger,
coding standards, algorithms to be implemented should be checked by the concerned faculty 
member(s)

Guidelines for Laboratory Conduction
1) The instructor is expected to frame the assignments by understanding the prerequisites, 

technological aspects, utility and recent trends related to the topic. The instructor may set 
multiple sets of assignments and distribute among batches of students. It is appreciated if the 
assignments are based on real world problems/applications. 

2) The guidelines published by BOS time to time regarding conduction of laboratory assignments 
and Practical/Oral examination is mandatory 

3) All the assignments should be implemented using C++ 
4) All the assignments should be conducted on multicore hardware and 64-bit open-source 

software
Guidelines for Practical Examination

Both internal and external examiners should jointly set problem statements for practical examination. 
During practical assessment, the expert evaluator should give the maximum weightage to the 
satisfactory implementation of the problem statement. The supplementary and relevant questions 
may be asked at the time of evaluation to judge the student‘s understanding of the fundamentals, 
effective and efficient implementation. The evaluation should be done by both external and internal 
examiners.

Suggested List of Laboratory Assignments

1. Implement stack as an abstract data type using linked list and use this ADT for conversion of 
infix expression to postfix, prefix and evaluation of postfix and prefix expression.

2. Implement priority queue as ADT using single linked list for servicing patients in an hospital
with priorities as i) Serious (top priority) ii) medium illness (medium priority) iii) General (Least 
priority). 

3. Create Binary tree and perform following operations: 
a. Insert
b. Display 
c. Depth of a tree
d. Display leaf-nodes
e. Create a copy of a tree

4. Construct and expression tree from postfix/prefix expression and perform recursive and non-
recursive In-order, pre-order and post-order traversals.

5. Implement binary search tree and perform following operations: 
a. Insert
b. Delete
c. Search
d. Mirror image
e. Display
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f. Display level wise
6. Consider a friends’ network on face book social web site. Model it as a graph to represent each 

node as a user and a link to represent the fried relationship between them. Store data such as 
date of birth, number of comments for each user.
1. Find who is having maximum friends
2. Find who has post maximum and minimum comments
3. Find users having birthday in this month. 
Hint: (Use adjacency list representation and perform DFS and BFS traversals)

7. Represent any real world graph using adjacency list /adjacency matrix find minimum spanning 
tree using Kruskal’s algorithm.

8. Represent a given graph using adjacency matrix /adjacency list and find the shortest path using 
Dijkstra's algorithm (single source all destination). 

9. Store data of students with telephone no and name in the structure using hashing function for 
telephone number and implement chaining with and without replacement.

10. A business house has several offices in different countries; they want to lease phone lines to 
connect them with each other and the phone company charges different rent to connect 
different pairs of cities. Business house want to connect all its offices with a minimum total 
cost. Solve the problem by suggesting appropriate data structures

11. Department maintains a student information. The file contains roll number, name, division and 
address. Write a program to create a sequential file to store and maintain student data. It 
should allow the user to add, delete information of student. Display information of particular 
employee. If record of student does not exist an appropriate message is displayed. If student 
record is found it should display the student details.

12. Implement direct access file using hashing ( chaining without replacement) perform following 
operations on it 
a.  Create  Database
b.  Display Database
c.  Add a record
d.  Search a record 
e.  Modify a record

Note: This list of assignments is indicative. Concerned faculty member may frame different 
assignments if required maintaining similar difficulty level.
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